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EVENT OESCRIPTION AND PROBABLE CONSEQUENCES h
lo l2I | At 2230 hours, on January 15, 1983, the Unit Operator noticed that the liiah Pressure l

l o 131 | Coolant Iniection (HPCI) Motor Gear Unit (11GU) was not at its normal high soecd |

lo |4 | | stop (HSS) and was on the low speed stop (LSS). It was raised to the ilSS: but | |
returned to the LSS when the i1GU manual operation switch was released, liPCI was i

lo ist I declared inoperable because the 11GU could not automatically control flow. The | |
'

consequences of this occurrence were minimal because the low pressure ECCS,

| 0 |6 | | LOhcainment Cooling System, Auto Depressurizat ion System and RCIC Svstem were all |
operable, in addition, the HPCI System flow could always be controlled via the

lo |7| | manual control mode of the itGU. |
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CAUSE DESCRIPTION AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 27

li|o|] The cause of this occurrence was a failed power sunply resistor, and subsequent I

signal converter speed control ci rcui tr;y ampli fier mal function. The immediate
m| corrective action was to jumper out ther automat ic flow cont rol ci rcui t . ItPC | was I

dec l a red operable with manual flow control, at 0020 hours, January 16, 1933
l i 121 1 The failed resistor and ampli fier were replaced like-for-like and the itGU |

was successfully tested. At 1330 hours, on January 16, 1933, the automatic flow
g| control mode of the MGU was returned to service. |
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1. LER NUMBER: LER/R0 83-5/03L-0

11. LICENSEE NAME: Commonwealth Edison Company
quad-Cities Nuclear Power Station

,

Ill. FACILITY NAME: Unit One

IV. DOCKET NUMBER: 050-254

V. EVENT DESCRIPTION:

On January 15, 1983, Unit one was operating in the RUN mode at 826 MWe
and 2300 MWt. At 2230 hours, the Unit Operator noticed that the High
Pressure Coolant injection (HPCI) Motor Gear Unit (MGU) was on the Low-
Speed Stop (LSS). The MGU is normally on the High Speed Stop (HSS)
when HPCI is in Standby. The MGU setpoint was then raised manually
with the control switch to the HSS. However, when the control switch
was released (spring-return-to-normal) the MGU returned to the LSS.

From previous experience of this type, as reported in LER/R0 82-16/
03L-0, it was apparent that the automatic mode of the MGU controller
was failed. Thus, a decision was made to. jumper the automatic flow
controller from the HPCI signal control circuit, and the MGU was then
manually set on the HSS. This was completed by 0020 hours on January
16, 1983 The jumper was installed in lieu of the performance of
ECCS surveillances since it would take less time and HPCI could be
operated manual ty if requi red. Work Request Q29925 was written to
repair the HPCI flow controller circuitry.

VI. PROBABLE CONSEQUENCES OF THE OCCURRENCE:

The safety implications of _ this event were minimal . The duration of
the MGU automatic flow controller failure was 1:mited to less than
one shift (8 hours); since, shift changeover panel checks by the
Station Control Room Engineer (SCRE) and Unit Operator were performed
at the beginning of that shift. Normal Feedwater was available in
addition to the Low Pressure Coolant injection mode of the Residual
Heat Removal Syster-, both Core Spray subsystems, the Automatic Pressure
Relief System and the Reactor Core Isolation Coolant System. The
HPCI System was always operable in its manual control mode.

Bypassing the HPCI System signal converter isolated the automatic
flow controller and placed HPCI in manual cont rol . With the MGU
manually set at the HSS, an auto initiation would have caused the
Turbine to accelerate to the MGU HSS with a pump flow of 5600 gpm or
greater. Flow regulation, to control Reactor level, was available via
the manual operation of the MGU, and the MGU mechanical HSS would have
prevented a Turbine overspeed trip.
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< Vll. CAUSE:

Invest gations performed by the Instrument Maintenance Department
discovered a failed resistor in a flow control circuit, lA operational

,

amplifier,-15 volt power supply. This caused an added voltage drop
in the power supply. Subsequently, only about -12 volts was. supplied
to the summer amplifier. The amplifier, therefore, operating beyond
its normal limits, failed. An invalid signal was provided by the
defective amplifier causing the MGU setpoint to fluctuate near the LSS.

| Vill. CORRECTIVE ACTION:

The immediate: corrective action was to bypass the automatic flow
controller / signal converter to provide manual control of HPCI via the

~

MGU. The failed resistor, a questionable + 15 volt power supply filter
capacitor and the defective amplifier board, G.E. Part Number
44C318422G01, were replaced like-for-like. The. automatic flow controller
bypass jumpers were removed. The MGU was then manually set to its LSS
and allowed to return automatically to its HSS several times. This
verified proper operation of the automatic control mode of the MGU.
By 1330 hours, on January 16, 1983, the HPCI System automatic flow
control of the MGU was deemed operable, and returned to service.
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